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Plan where you will position the brackets on the 
blind rail. A bracket should be positioned at either 
end of the rail but at least 50mm in from the end. 
Position any other brackets along the rail spaced 
as equally as possible. Make sure that all brackets 
avoid the positions of the control mechanisms. 
When you have decided where each of your 
brackets will be located measure the position of 
each of the brackets along the blind track.

Step 1
Prepare and
position the
brackets

Your venetian blind will include the correct number of brackets for the width of your blind. These brackets 
are suitable for face fixing directly to the window or wall, or top fixing to the underside of the lintel above 
the window.

Step 2
Fixing the
brackets

You will have decided how you want to fit your blind when you measured for it and when you ordered it. 
Please follow the corresponding instructions below.

NB The blind rail must not be fitted less than 1500mm from the floor

Option 1
Inside the window recess - Recess Fitting

Carefully select fixings appropriate to the material 
you want to fix to. This will usually be the window 
frame or lintel. Using the measurements you took 
when positioning your brackets on the blind rail, 
mark the positions of your brackets taking care to 
make sure that they are level with each other and 
that the blind will be located centrally at the 
window.  If there are window handles present 
which will impede the operation of the blind then it 
may be better to fix the brackets by top fixing to 
the lintel rather than fixing directly to the window 
frame. Make sure that the brackets are positioned 
far enough away from the window frame so that 
the slats will not be impeded. Fix the brackets 
securely but do not overtighten.

Option 2
Outside the window recess - Exact Fitting 

Carefully select fixings appropriate to the material 
you want to fix to. This will usually be the wall. 
Using the measurements you took when 
positioning your brackets on the blind rail, mark 
the positions of your brackets taking care to make 
sure that they are level with each other and that 
the blind will be located centrally at the window. 
Fix the brackets securely but do not overtighten.

Top Fixing

Swing-arm
Open

Face Fixing

Avoid control machanisms

Minimum 50mm from ends

The brackets have a ‘swing-arm’ mechanism. 
Before using the brackets make sure the 
swing-arm moves freely. Move the swing-arm 
into the ‘open’ position.
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Step 3 
Fitting
the blind

Unravel the lift cord and remove any elastic bands. Hold the blind horizontally in front of you, making sure 

that the blind controls are facing you.

Whilst holding the blind in this position, push the 

swing arm on the bracket into the closed position. 

This will lock under the lip of the rear of the rail 

and the blind will now be held in position.

Operating the blind

When supplied to you the blind will be pulled right to the top. To lower the blind pull the lift cord to the 

side (towards the left if the cord is positioned on the right-hand side of the blind; towards the right if the 

lift cord is positioned on the left-hand side). The blind will lower at the speed you allow it to by releasing 

the cord. To lock the blind at a fixed height pull the cord to the other side (towards the right if the cord is 

positioned on the right-hand side; towards the left if the cord is positioned on the left-hand side). This will 

engage the brass locking wheel which will lock the cord in position. Tilt the slats on the blind by rotating 

the control wand to the left or to the right. Be careful not to overturn as this can damage the wand or the 

tilt control mechanism. You are now ready to fit the Child Safety Device.

WARNING - Young children can be strangled by loops in pull chords, chains, tapes and inner 
cords that operate the product. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the 
reach of young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child's neck. Move beds, cots and 
furniture away from window covering cords. Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not 
twist and create a loop.

O�er up the blind rail to the brackets.  Hook the 

lip on front edge of the rail over the protruding 

lips on the brackets. 

Push Swing-arm closed

Then push the rail upwards into the brackets. 

Finally hook the control wand onto the tilt 

control. The blind is now ready to operate.

Hook lip on front edge

Push the rail into bracket
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Step 4
Fit the Child
Safety Device -
Double Cord
Cleat

Drill and plug if necessary and attach the cleat to 
the wall.

Wrap the cords around the cleat in a figure of 
eight.

Position the cleat a minimum of 1500mm from the 
floor and as close to the blind rail as possible. 
Mark the position of the holes on the cleat.

Remove the cords from the packaging.

The Double Cord Cleat MUST be fitted to the wall as follows. Children can strangle if this safety device is 
not installed. Always use this device to keep the chain out of reach of children.


